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Event: On March 15, 1986, while Unit 4 was in a scheduled refueling outage Mode 6, work was
progressing to de-energize and replace a vital bus feeder breaker 4P08. When breaker 4P08-3 was
opened, the RHR pump suction volve went closed. Upon receipt of the letdown isolation alarm, the
RHR pump was stopped, the breaker re-energized, the valve reopened, the pump restarted and flow
restored in approximately five (5) minutes. Technical Specification Action Statement 3.10.7.2 was
entered during the approximate five (5) minutes of flow loss. There was no noticeable increase in 4

the 93 F system temperature. When breaker 4P08-20 was opened, a process radiation monitor rock |
was lost, causing the containment ventilation system to isolate and the control room ventilation
system to isolate and switch over to the recirculation mode, as designed. The purge valves were -

secured per Technical Specification Action Statement 3.10.2.0, by removing power fuses. No
significant increase in activity was recorded on the plant vent effluent monitoring system during
this event; other means of monitoring containment activity were available. No release path to
outside containment was available. When de-energized, feeder breaker 4P08 replacement was
completed, power was restored and the systems were then returned to their normal line-up.
Cause of Event: The wiring diagrams were reviewed in advance of the work to identify and
compensate for any undesirable change of state that might be triggered; however the two responses
discussed above were not identified.
Corrective Actions:
1. Upon receipt of the letdown isolation clarm, the RHR pump was immediately shut off.
2. Power was restored, the RHR isolation volve opened and flow restored in approximately five (5)

,

minutes. l

3. Fuses were pulled to administratively ensure volve status during feeder breaker replacement.
4. Each procedure on loss of the vital bus panels (4) contains a summary of the important functions

that will be lost in Modes I,2 and 3. Summaries of lost functions in Modes 4, 5 and 6 will be
added.
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Event:
On March 15,1986, while Unit 4 was in a scheduled refueling outage Mode 6, work was progressing to de-
energize and replace a vital bus feeder breaker 4POS. When breaker 4PO3-3 was opened at 0315, the
RHR pump suction valve, MOV-4-751 went closed. Upon receipt of the letdown isolation alarm, the RHR
pun.p was stopped and the breaker re-energized to open MOV-4-751. The pump was restarted and flow
was restored at 0320. Technical Specification Action Statement 3.10.7.2 was entered during the
approximate five (5) minutes of flow loss. When breaker 4PO3-20 was opened, a process radiation
monitor rack was lost, causing the containment ventilation system to isolate, and the control room
ventilation system to isolate and switch over to the recirculation mode, as designed. The purge valves
were secured closed in compliance with Technical Specificaitions Action Statement 3.10.2a, by removing
the power fuses until completion of the work. When all of the breakers were opened, feeder breaker
4POS was replaced. Upon completion of the work, power was restored to MOV-4-751 and the process
radiation monitor rack. The systems wre then returned to their normalline up.

Cause of Event:
The feeder breaker replacement was planned for cold shutdown to reduce the probability and
consequences of inadvertent actuations. The wiring diagrams were reviewed in advance to identify and
compensate for any undesirable change of state that might be triggered; however, the two responses
discussed above were not identified.

Analysis of Event:

Unit 4 was in a scheduled refueling outage. The brief approximate five (5) minute isolation of RHR flow
caused no noticeable increase in the 93*F system temperature. The containment ventilation system
isolated and the control ventilation system switched over to the recirculation mode, as designed, upon
loss of power to the process radiation monitor rack. No increase in activity was recorded on the plant
vent effluent monitoring systen during this event; other means of monitoring containment activity were
available. Therefore, no relense path outside containment was available. Based on the above, the
health and safety of the public were not affected.

C7trective Actions:
1. Upon receipt of the letdown isolation alarm, the RHR pump was immediately shut off to prevent

cavitation.

2. Power was restored to open the RHR suction isolation valve and restart RHR flow in approximately
five (5) minutes.

3. Fuses were pulled to administratively ensure that the RHR suction valve remained open and that the
purge valves remained closed.

4. Each procedure on loss of the vital bus panels (4) contains a summary of the important functions that
will be lost in Modes 1, 2 and 3. The summaries will be upgraded to include lost functions that are
important in Modes 4, 5 and 6. The summaries serve as a reference for interface with the vital
buses.

Additional Details:
Similar occurrences: LERs 250-85-029, 250-85-036, 250-86-003 and 251-86-004.
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

April 14,1986

L-86-165

U. S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Re: Reportable Event 86-06
Turkey Point Unit 4
Date of Event: March 15,1986
Engineering Safe:y Feature Actuation-Containment isolatip_nn

The attached Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirements of 10 CFR to provide notification of the subject event.

Very truly yours,

{b
C. O. Wp
Group Qic t esident
Nuclear nergy
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Attachment

cc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Region II, USNRC
Harold F. Reis, Esquire
PNS-LI-86-119
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